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Sebastianiprocedure GSAT(�)for j := 1 to Max-tries doT := initial(�)for k := 1 to Max-ips doif T j= �then return Telse Poss-ips := hill-climb(�; T )V := pick(Poss-ips)T := ip(V,T)UpdateScores(�; V )endendreturn \no satisfying assignment found".Figure 1: A general schema for GSAT.2. GSATIf � is a clausal propositional formula and T is a truth assignment for the variables of�, then the number of clauses of � which are falsi�ed by T is called the score of T for �(score(T; �)). T satis�es � i� score(T; �) = 0. The notion of score plays a key role inGSAT, as it is considered as the \distance" from a truth assignment to a satisfying one.The schema of Figure 2 describes GSAT as well as many of its possible variants. We usethe notation from (Gent & Walsh, 1993). GSAT performs an iterative search for a satisfyingtruth assignment for �, starting from a random assignment provided by initial(). At eachstep, the successive assignment is obtained by ipping (inverting) the truth value of onesingle variable V in T . V is chosen to minimize the score. Let Ti be the assignment obtainedfrom T by ipping its i-th variable Vi. hill-climb() returns the set Poss-ips of the variablesVr which minimize score(Tr; �). If the current values of �si = score(Ti; �) � score(T; �)are stored for every variable Vi, then hill-climb() simply returns the set of the variables Vrwith the best �sr. pick() chooses randomly one of such variables. ip() returns T with V 'svalue ipped. After each ipping, UpdateScores() updates the values of �si, for all i.This paper exploits the observation that the functions initial(), hill-climb(), pick() andip() do not depend on the structure of the input formula �, and that the computationof the scores is the only step where the input formula � is required to be in clausal form.The idea is thus to �nd a suitable notion of score for non-clausal formulas, and an e�cientalgorithm computing it.3. An extended notion of scoreLet cnf(') be the result of converting a propositional formula ' into clausal form by thestandard method (i.e., by applying the rules of De Morgan). Then the following de�nitionextends the notion of score to all propositional formulas.De�nition 3.1 The score of a truth assignment T for a propositional formula ' is thenumber of the clauses of cnf(') which are falsi�ed by T .310
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Sebastianis(T; (:A ^ :B ^C) _ :D _ (:E ^ :F ) ) = ; s(T;Wk 'k) =Qk s(T; 'k)s(T;:A ^ :B ^ C) � s(T;:D) � s(T;:E ^ :F ) = ; s(T;Vk 'k) =Pk s(T;'k)(s(T;:A) + s(T;:B) + s(T; C)) � s(T;:D) � (s(T;:E) + s(T;:F )) = ; literals(1 + 1 + 0) � 1 � (1 + 1) = 4:Notice that cnf(') is 360 clauses long. 2Theorem 3.1 Let ' be a propositional formula and T a truth assignment for the variablesof '. Then the function s(T; ') gives the score of T for '.The proof follows from the consideration that, for any truth assignment T , the set of thefalse clauses of cnf('1 _ '2) is the cross product between the two sets of the false clausesof cnf('1) and cnf('2).Theorem 3.2 Let ' be a propositional formula and T a truth assignment for the variablesof '. Then the number of operations required for calculating s(T; ') grows linearly with thesize of '.The proof follows from the fact that, if Time(s�('i; T )) is the number of operations requiredfor computing both s(T; 'i) and s�(T; 'i), and if Time(s�('i; T )) � ai � j'ij + bi, thenTime(s�('1 � '2; T )) � maxi(ai) � j'1 � '2j + 2 �maxi(bi) + 6, for any � 2 f^;_;�;� g.The number of operations required for computing the score of an assignment T fora clausal formula � is O(j�j). If � = cnf('), then j�j = O(2j'j). Thus the standardcomputation of the score of T for � requires O(2j'j) operations, while s(T; ') performs thesame result directly in linear time.4. GSAT for non-clausal formulasIt follows from Sections 2, 3 that we can extend GSAT to non-clausal formulas ' by simplyusing the extended notion of score of De�nition 3.1. Let NC-GSAT (non-clausal GSAT)be a new version of GSAT in which the scores are computed by some implementation ofthe function s(). Then it follows from Theorem 3.1 that in NC-GSAT(') the function hill-climb() always returns the same sets of variables as in GSAT(cnf(')), so that NC-GSAT(')performs the same ips and returns the same result as GSAT(cnf(')). Theorem 3.2 ensuresthat every score computation is performed in linear time.The current implementation of GSAT (Selman & Kautz, 1993) provides a highly-optimized implementation of Updatescores(�; V ), which analyzes only the clauses whichthe last-ipped variable V occurs in. This allows a strong reduction in computational cost.In (Sebastiani, 1994) we describe in detail an analogous optimized version of the updatingprocedure for NC-GSAT, called NC-Updatescores('; V ), and prove the following properties:(i) if ' is in clausal form, i.e., ' = cnf('), then NC-UpdateScores('; V ) has the samecomplexity as UpdateScores('; V );(ii) if � = cnf('), then NC-UpdateScores('; V ) is O(j'j). UpdateScores(�; V ) is O(2j'j).The latter mirrors the complexity issues presented in Section 3.312



Applying GSAT to Non-Clausal FormulasThe idea introduced in this paper can be applied to most variants of GSAT. In \CSAT"(Cautious SAT) hill-climb() returns all the variables which cause a decrease of the score;in \DSAT" (Deterministic SAT) the function pick() performs a deterministic choice; in\RSAT" (Random walk SAT) the variable is picked randomly among all the variables; in\MSAT" (Memory SAT) pick() remembers the last ipped variable and avoids picking it.All these variants, proposed in (Gent & Walsh, 1992, 1993), can be transposed into NC-GSAT as well, as they are independent of the structure of the input formula. Selman andKautz (1993) suggest some variants which improve the performance and overcome someproblems, such as that of escaping local minima. The strategy \Averaging in" suggests adi�erent implementation of the function initial(): instead of a random assignment, initial()returns a bitwise average of the best assignments of the two latest cycles. This is independentof the form of the input formula. In the strategy \random walk" the sequence hill-climb()- pick() is substituted with probability p by a simpler choice function: \choose randomly avariable occurring in some unsatis�ed clause". This idea can be transposed into NC-GSATas well: \choose randomly a branch passing only for nodes whose score is di�erent fromzero, and pick the variable at the leaf".One �nal observation is worth making. In order to overcome the exponential growth ofCNF formulas, some algorithms have been proposed (Plaisted & Greenbaum, 1986; de laTour, 1990) which convert propositional formulas ' into polynomial-size clausal formulas  .Such methods are based on the introduction of new variables, each representing a subformulaof the original input '. Unfortunately, the issue of size-polynomiality is valid only if no \�"occurs in ', as the number of clauses of  grows exponentially with the number of \�" in'. Even worse, the introduction of k new variables enlarges the search space by a 2k factorand reduces strongly the solution ratio. In fact, any model for  is also a model for ', butfor any model of ' we only know that one of its 2k extensions is a model of  (Plaisted &Greenbaum, 1986).AcknowledgementsFausto Giunchiglia and Enrico Giunchiglia have given substantial and continuous feedbackduring the whole development of this paper. Toby Walsh provided important feedbackabout a previous version of this paper. Aaron Noble, Paolo Pecchiari, and Luciano Sera�nihelped with the �nal revision. Bart Selman and Henry Kautz are thanked for assistancewith the GSAT code.ReferencesArtosi, A., & Governatori, G. (1994). Labelled Model Modal Logic. In Proc. of CADE12Workshop on Automated Model Building.Ballantyne, M., & Bledsoe, W. (1982). On Generating and Using Examples in Proof Dis-covery. In Michie, D. (Ed.), Machines intelligence, Vol. 10, pp. 3{39. Halsted Press.Davis, M., & Putnam, H. (1960). A computing procedure for quanti�cation theory. Journalof the ACM, 7, 201{215. 313
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